*Tzevet Leadership Opportunities - 2020-2021*

**Weinstein Conference & Counselor Fellowship - Etzah 2021 & Binah 2021**

Join tzevet across all Ramah camps for a virtual winter conference (January 3-5, 2021), and year-long counselor fellowship! In addition to National Ramah's typical movement-wide winter conference, this year National Ramah will also be launching a fellowship which will meet 2x/month to explore hadracha (leadership), child development, mission of Ramah, building Jewish program, how to be ambassadors of the Hebrew-language, T’fillah education, and independent work on long term projects within the topics of gender identity & expression, Israel education, anti-racism and inclusion, etc. to name a few.

All participants must: be rising Etzah or Binah tzevet, apply to work at camp for Kayitz 2021, be available to attend the virtual conference from January 3-5, 2021, and be available for most bi-monthly cohort calls. *Opportunity for a stipend if you opt-in to participating in the Weinstein Conference & Counselor Fellowship, as well as helping plan/run 3 Ramah CA events leading up to Kayitz 2021!*

For more information and/or to express interest, please be in touch with Yael: yael@ramah.org.

**Ramah Service Corps (RSC) - Koach 2021 and older (must be in college or graduate school)**

We are looking for dynamic and spirited rising Koach through Klal tzevet members to comprise the 2020-2021 cohort of Ramah Service Corps (RSC) Fellows. As an RSC fellow, you will bring your energy and enthusiasm to year-round, virtual, Ramah programs, and inspire additional families to consider Ramah for their chanich-aged children. As an RSC fellow, you will act as a Ramah ambassador and will work closely closely with the year-round team to create a minimum of 3 programs a month (October-June). RSC is a time commitment of 3-4 hours/week to organize Ramah style programs for children, teens and families, and is a paid leadership opportunity.

For more information and/or to express interest, please be in touch with Gaby: gaby@ramah.org.

**Tzevet Think Tanks - ALL Tzevet**

Have an idea you’ve been dying to share with Ramah? Want to have a say in tzevet and chanich programming for Kayitz 2021? We will be hosting a series of topic-based think tanks as a chance to connect with our tzevet, hear what’s on your mind, and get your input on various camp matters.

For more information and/or to express an idea for a topic, please be in touch with Gaby: gaby@ramah.org.